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Nano-Gene-Delivery: Overcoming One of the Major 
Challenges in Gene Therapy

Mini Review

Adeno-associated virus vectors (AAVs) have been used in sev-
eral gene-therapy protocols since they are non-integrative and less 
immunogenic compared to retroviruses or lentiviruses, but several 
concerns such as DNA size capacity, high production costs, prob-
ability of immunogenicity, and their invasive route of administra-
tion has fostered the design of non-viral vectors as an alternative. 
Non-viral vectors are less immunogenic, do not induce major in-
flammatory responses, are safe and easy to produce in large scale. 
Nonetheless, their main limitation still is the lower cell transfection 
efficiency. Non-viral particles can be divided into three groups, lipo-
plex particles containing lipid molecules, polyplex particles based 
on polycations (sugars, proteins or other polymers), and inorganic 
nanostructures. Gene-delivery by synthetic vectors involves the en-
docytosis of DNA-complexes, endosomes escape, and diffusion of 
non-complexed DNA through the cytosol to reach the nucleus. 

Nanotechnology on gene delivery 

Sereval nanomaterials are being develop for gene-delivery use. 
They are considered into the group of non-viral vectors. There are 
several requirements for developing a device small ehought to ef-
ficiently leave the vasculature and enter cells to perfome multiple 
tasks [1]. There are some limitations yet to be resolve for their use 
in the gene delivery studies, namely, potential toxicity, low trans-
fection efficiency. Undeniaby, shape and novel properties at the na-
noscale are esential to fullfill the needs. More over, selected Nano-
structure has to have the ability to incorporate genetic materials 
such as plasmid DNA, RNA, and siRNA. Considering that non-viral 
vectors tested so far show very low efficiency of gene delivery [2], 
there is a need to develop and test nanoparticles with novel and 
precised physicochemical propierties (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Inorganic NPs genereted in Trigueros’ group as backbone nano-gene-delivery systems.

Emerging nanomaterials with versatile properties such as 
optical, piezoelectric, thermal, electrochemical, enzyme-mimicking 
etc. are still being developed. With the proper combination of novel 
properties, nanotechnology will bring to us new and exciting tools 
to explore the design of innovative, efficient, accurate, stable and 
low toxicity nano-gene-delivery vectors [3]. It is easy to imagine, 
that further developments on nanotechnology, nanomaterials and 

nano-gene-delivery will, undoubtedly, make a significant impact on 
biomedical research and translational medicine.
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